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ASSETTIE™ SOFTWARE TAKES THE TROUBLE OUT OF ASSET
RECONCILIATIONS!
Finding solutions to tedious reconciliation processes saves time and money!
SM

AssetTie™ is a fantastic new software product from Chi-Star Technology that will help companies
eliminate wasted time and money spent on manually reconciling assets to general ledger and tax books
to corporate books. Cut through the confusion of multiple reports and ticking and tying assets and endless
hours of data reconciliation! The AssetTie™ software is designed specifically to blend with the everpopular Oracle Application that is so prominent in Fortune 500 companies for financial, supply-chain
management, and accounting software. Your reliable programs stay the same, except now you are able
to streamline data entry.
How much time and money is spent on manually reconciling assets? How much frustration is caused by
ticking and tying, identifying variances? How many mistakes might be made by manually reconciling
assets to general ledger and tax books to corporate books? Time is money, and both add up! Save
valuable resources by adding AssetTie™ into your current Oracle Applications.
But how does it work? After years of telling companies the bad news about how to manually reconcile
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assets, Mr. Brian Bouchard, founder and president of Chi-Star Technology took matters into his own
hands and revolutionized the reconciliation process by automating it. With this exciting new product, not
only are assets reconciled within seconds, but the AssetTie™ software identify any variances between
Oracle Assets and Oracle General Ledger and will speed up the close process. Also, AssetTie™
Software reconciles tax assets to corporate assets within seconds, and identifies any variances between
the books, this will speed up the close process and ensure tax and corporate books are in sync. The
result is far fewer headaches, more time spent on critical projects, and more money in the bank! By
providing practical solutions for common problems, whether you are a mid-sized company or a large one,
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Chi-Star Technology and AssetTie™ are the new must-haves in the business world!
Chi-Star is a member of Oracle PartnerNetwork.
About the Oracle PartnerNetwork
Oracle PartnerNetwork is a global business network of more than 19,500 companies who deliver
innovative software solutions based on Oracle software. Through access to Oracle's premier products,
education, technical services, marketing and sales support, the Oracle PartnerNetwork program provides
partners with the resources they need to be successful in today's global economy. Oracle partners are
able to offer their customers leading-edge solutions backed by Oracle's position as the world's largest
enterprise software company. Partners who are able to demonstrate superior product knowledge,

technical expertise and a commitment to doing business with Oracle qualify for the Certified Partner
levels. http://oraclepartnernetwork.oracle.com/.
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